Hi, I’m Manya and I’m a technology
consulting analyst in Deloitte’s cloud
engineering practice. My current role
involves supporting our clients in
transitioning their move to the cloud
right from scoping to delivery. At a
very high-level, this begins with
building a business case, and ends
with implementing the actual
technology.

I knew I wanted to work in consulting because of the
non-repetitive nature of the work, the client-facing
interactions it offers, as well as the travel
opportunities that are involved. Within consulting, I
knew I would enjoy technology because it is an
industry that is always evolving, innovating and
therefore is an invaluable asset to a business.

My typical day varies depending on the client and
project I am working on, but to give you a few examples,
my roles and responsibilities range from helping with
client deliverables, analysing and manipulating data to
help with devising strategic decisions to leading or
organising client-facing workshops. All of this is achieved
through working on different platforms and collaboration
technologies with my team.

Diversity and inclusion in technology is something I am extremely
passionate about because it ensures that the given organisation
is open to new ways of thinking, new ideas, new people and new
leadership - all that is required to build and maintain strong
client relationships, and give it the leading edge. I am
specifically passionate about giving women and ethnic
minorities more equal opportunity by hiring more of them. I am
helping drive this recruitment initiative at Deloitte as well. It is
important for people to understand that this doesn’t account for
positive discrimination, as it is about finding the best talent in
that space and giving them a platform to exploit their potential
perform at their best.

My first words of advice would be to recognise your strengths and
embrace them - as confidence goes a long way in the recruitment
journey. Secondly, remember to be yourself through the process. Don’t
think you need to put a filter and conform to a ‘standard’. You will be
respected for what you bring to the table, so just bring the best version
of yourself.

Last, but not the least, there is no silly question, and people love to talk
about themselves and their career journeys. The best advice I've received
is from first hand experience, so don’t hesitate to leverage your network
and ask!

